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Ooohhh ahhhh, oooohh

You can get your clothes out on the lawn
Cause that's where I left them baby
You can find your car keys in the pool
If you want them that's where they'll be
All your watches and your jewelry
Are in a trash bag on the street
Cause they really don't mean a thang, to me
Oh noooo

For every night, I spend so long
Wondering, if you're coming home
Well this is the moment I've waited for, oh
How long did you think I would play the fool
I bet you never thought your lies would catch up with
you babe
But what goes up, must come down
Here's my chance to turn it around
This time it's your turn to lose
Now tell me who's playing who
Ooh waaa ohhh waaa

Now you can tell your friend to come pick you up
Cause you'll be sleeping on this couch tonight
Save your sorrys for somebody else
Cause it's a little too late to try
All the times, I really thought
That it was me, doing something wrong
This is the moment I waited for

How long did you think I would play the fool
Bet you never thought your lies might catch up to you
But what goes up, must come down
Its my chance to turn it around
This time it's your turn to lose (Tell me baby)
Now tell me who's playing who

Hope you're healthy on your own babe,
My heart will not be, just a joke anymore
Not for you, not anymore
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No, oh, how long
How long did you think I'd play the fool
Bet you never thought your lies would catch up with you
What goes up must come down
Its my chance to turn it around
This time it's your turn to lose
Tell me who's playing who

Who's playing who babe,
The jokes on you
Who's playing who
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